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Perce iv ing  mot ion :  re la t i v i t y ,  i l l us ions  and  the
natu  re  o f  percept ion

Alexander  H.  Wer the im

An ex tended vers ion  o f  Von Ho ls t  and Mi t te ls taedt ' s  mode l  i s  used to  i l l us -
t ra te  tha t  the  v isua l  percept ion  o f  mot ion  can be  descr ibed in  te rms tha t  a re
compat ib le  w i th  the  re la t i ve  na ture  o f  the  phys ica l  concept  o f  mot ion .  The
mode l  concerns  how we perce ive  ob jec t  mot ion ,  no t  on ly  dur ing  eye  move-
ments ,  bu t  a lso  dur ing  head and ego mot ion  o f  the  observer ,  and w i th  the
inc lus ion  o f  a  no ise  fac to r .  Var ious  ra ther  counter in tu i t i ve  i l l us ions  der iv ing
f rom th is  v iew are  descr ibed and some ph i losoph ica l  consequences  as  to
how we perceive reality are discussed. (Netherlands Journal of Psychology,
6 4 :  r g 1 2 ; . )

Keywords :  i l l us ion ;  mot ion ;  percept ion ;  v is ion

Motion, stationarity, velocity and the direction
of motion are relative concepts. physicists only
discuss motion as relative to the frame of refer-
ence which defines that particular motion. We
may drive at 1oo miles an hour (relative to the
road), and at the same time remain stationary
(relative to another car driving next to us at the
same speed). If the other car moves faster than
we do, we move backward relative to it, and
when it moves slower we move forward relative
to it, which illustrates that motion is a sym-
metrical concept. A moving relative to B physi-
cally means the same as B moving relative to A.

In perception, however, this does not seem to
be the case. Here it appears as if motion is an ob-
ject property and symmetry does not seem to
make any sense. We see cars move relative to the
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road, never a road relative to a car. It is as if our
brain transforms the relational concept of mo-
tion into an object property. The easiest way out
of this dilemma is to claim that concepts of phys-
ics do not necessarily apply to the psychology of
perception (e.g. Gibsonry7il. But in recent years
that claim is heard less and less often, the cur-
rent general consensus being that scientific con-
cepts should not be contradictive, within, nor
between different fields of science. If that never-
theless happens (e.9., relativity theory ys quan-
tum mechanics) it indicates an unsolved prob-
lem, usually thought of as a challenge, not as a
solution.

With respect to the relativity of motion, we are
confronted with exactly such a problem. The aim
of this paper is to show how this problem can be
resolved and which empirical and philosophical
consequences the solution has.
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Percepts of  object  mot ion:  extending Von
Holst  and Mit te lstaedt 's model

The solution derives from the realisation that
retinal image movements do not necessarily gen-
erate percepts of object motioll. Take, for ex-
ample, the case of an airplane passing high over
a tree top. If we fix our gaze on the tree top, the
image of the tree does not move across the re-
tinas and we see the tree as stationary. However,
if we follow the plane with our eyes, its image
also remains (more or less) f ixed on ollr retinas.
But even so the plane is seen to ffrove. Con-
versely, when we look at the tree, the image of
the plane moves across the retina and the plane
is seen to lnove. But when again we now move
our eyes to follow the plane, the image of the
tree moves on the retinas, but the tree is never-
theless seen as stationary.It thus follows that
retinal image motion cannot really be a stimulus
for perceived motion, nor can the absence of reti-
nal image motion be a stimulus for perceived
stationarity. How can we explain thatl

Helmholtz (rgto) most famously proposed a
solution to this problem while considering the
question of why the world remains stationary in
perception during eye movements that cause its
image to move on the retinas. He assumed that
the effort to move our eyes somehow makes the
brain cancel image movements caused by eye
movelnents. This idea was later formalised and
made symmetrical in Von Holst and Mittels-
taedt's well-known model (Von Holst & Mittels-
taedt 195o; Von Holst rg5+,Mittelstaedt, r99o).
Their model holds that to see motion at least two
neural signals are necessary, signals that can be
conceptualised as velocity vectors. One signal,
here to be termed the'retinal signal', encodes
how the image moves on the retinas. The other
signal, which is reminiscent of Helmholtz's ef-
fort to move the eyes, encodes how the eyes move
in their orbits.It presumably consists of a neural
copy of the efferent impulses to the eye muscula-
ture. Hence, it has become known as the'effer-
ence copy'signal. The model states that the brain
subtracts these signals from each other, and that
it is the difference between thern, not the signals
themselves, which serves as the stimulus for see-
ing motion. Neither the retinal signal, nor the
efference copy, have any perceptual significance
in themselves. Nor do their magnitudes matter.
It is their vectorial difference that makes us see
motioll. Percepts of object motion and velocity
correspond to the rnagnitude of this difference.
Wlren that difference is zero, the perceived veloc-
ity of the object that creates the retinal signal is
also zero and we perceive the object as stationary.
We see motion only if the difference is not zero,
and we then see the object move with a velocity
that corresponds to the magnitude of that differ-
ence.

Accordingly, in the present example the plane
is never seen as stationary, because the difference
between the two signals is never zero: either we

follow the plane with the eyes, in which case the
retinal signal is zero and the efference copy is
l1ot, or we keep ollr eyes fixed on the tree, which
means that the efference copy signal is zero and
the retinal signal of the plane is not. And the
tree,l ike Helmholtz's world, is always seen as
stationary because here the difference between
the two signals is always zero, either because the
two signals thernselves are both zero (when we
fixate the tree with our eyes), or because they are
both non-zero but equal in size (when the retinal
image motion of the tree results from our eye
movement).

Although Von Holst and Mittelstaedt's model
is widely accepted in the literature on motiolt
perception, it is too simple and incomplete.

To start with: two neural signals are not just
equal or different. A neural signal consists of a
firing pattern, i.e. it is inherently noisy, because
it is always very slightly irregular over time (see
e.g. Wertheim et al., 1985). And we know that to
be detectable a difference between two signals
has to be larger than their noise level.In psycho-
physical terms this is known as the Just Notice-
able Difference (JND)between the two signals.
llence, to perceive motion the difference be-
tween the retinal signal and the efference copy
signal must be larger than the JND between
them. TheJND, in other words, defines the
threshold for seeing motion.

The JND is a factor that was not taken into ac-
count by Von Holst and Mittelstaedt (see e.g.
Wallach & I(ravitz,tg65 and MacKay t973,w}l'o
were the first to note this deficiency). How big,
then, is this JNDi The answer comes from We-
ber's law, which states that the JND is always a
fixed percentage (known as Weber's fraction) of
the magnitude of the signals involved. This pro-
vides a way to measure the magnitude of the
JND and at the same time to test Von Holst and
Mittelstaedt's model.

Imagine a small fixation mark that smoothly
ffroves, at a fixed velocity, from left to right
across a large screen. On the screen we also
project a large visual background pattern, €.9. x
grating, which does not move. Subjects are then
asked to track the fixation mark with their eyes.
While doing that, they see the background as
stationary on the screen, because its retinal sig-
nal and the efference copy have the same magni-
tude: the velocity of retinal image of the back-
ground (which defines retinal signal magnitude)
is equal to the velocity of the eyes (which defines
the magnitude of the efference copy).Now as-
sume that during ocular pursuit of the fixation
mark we slowly move the background in the
same direction as the fixation mark, i.e. in the
same direction as the eye rnoverxent. The magni-
tude of the retinal signal (of the background) is
then slightly reduced.If with each consecutive
sweep of the fixation mark we gradually increase
background velocity, we can do so until the sub-
ject for the first time reports that the back-
ground is seen to move concurrently with the
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eye lnovelnent. At that point the threshold for
background motion during the eye movement is
reached, which rreans that the retinal signal has
now become exactly one JND smaller than the
efference copy signal. We then replicate the pro_
cedure for background motion in the direction
opposite to the fixation mark, causing the mag_
nitude of the retinal signal (of the background)
to slightly increase. When that threshold is
reached the retinal signal is one JND larger than
the efference copy. Now we can rnake a predic-
tion: if the fixation mark rtoves faster, the eyes
will move faster as well. That causes both the
efference copy signal and the retinal signal to
increase. And thus, so should theJND between
them, because according to Weber,s law, aJND is
a fixed fraction of signal magnitude. Conse-
quently, the two thresholds for background mo_
tion should increase linearly with eye velocity.In
a crit ical experiment rhe hypothesis was indeed
confirmed (Wertheim 198r). The results provided
strong support for Von Holst and Mittelstaedt,s
model, because this finding can only be ex-
plained by the assumption that two signals are
involved in motion perception, their difference
being the actual stimulus.In addition, the rnodel
is extended with a noise component, the magni_
tude of which corresponds to the threshold for
perceiving lnotiolt.

However, another important aspect is sti l l
missing from the model.Imagine we repeat the
experiment, but now the subject does not track
the fixation mark with the eyes, but with the
head, rotating the head such that the eyes re_
main stationary in their orbits. That would make
the efference copy zero (the eyes are not moved
in the head), but the retinal signal of the back_
ground would remain large. That would mean
we should see the background move. But that
does not happen.In such a situation a stationary
background normally is still seen as stationary.

The solution to this problem is of course that
the model should not be based on a signal that
encodes how the eyes move in their orbits, but
on how they move relative to external space. Von
Holst and Mittelstaedt,s model only applies to
the special case where we do not move our head.
Only then do eye tnovelnents in the head equal
eye movements in space (see e.g. Swanston &
Wade, r988 for a similar argument).

So we need to assume that percepts of how ob_
jects move relative to external space do not arise
from the difference between a retinal signal and
an efference copy signal, but from the difference
between a retinal signal and a signal encoding
how the eyes move relative to external space. ihe
latter signal has been termed the.reference sig_
nal'(Wertheim, rygD.A reference signal should
be generated whenever an observer,s eyes are, for
whatever reason, made to filove in space, that is
during any kind of self morion, whether this be
eye movements, head movements or whole body
(ego)movements.

A reference signal thus can be conceptualised as
consisting of various components, each one
being generated from afferent signals that in_
form the brain about these different kinds of self
filoveffrents. Taken together these components
form the necessary information about how the
eyes move in space. One component has already
been discussed: the efference copy. It contributes
to the generation of a reference signal by provid_
ing information about how the eyes move rela_
tive to the head. Information about head and ego
movements in space, stemrning from vestibular
afferents, forms a second component in reference
signals. And there is a third component. The
point is that we can also have ego-motion sensa_
tions in response to optic flow (this is usually
termed'vection'). Hence optic f low should also
contribute to the reference signal. Thus, the ref_
erence signal can be envisioned as a compound
signal composed of at least three components: an
efference copy component, a vestibular cotnpo_
nent and an optic f low component.

This reasoning enables us to predict new phe_
nomena. For example, thresholds for seeing mo_
tion should increase whenever reference signals
increase in magnitude, because larger reference
signals are noisier, i.e. they generate a larger
JND.llence, during any kind of self or ego mo_
tion that makes the eyes lnove in space, includ-
ing driving in cars, airplanes, swivel chairs etc.,
thresholds for seeing object morion in space
should increase and perceived object velocity in
space should correspondingly be reduced (veloc_
ity underestimation).

Experiments in which subjects are rnoved on a
moving chair or a sled in front of a screen
showed these predictions to be correct (see Wer_
theim ry94for a review). More recently, the same
phenomenon has been demonstrated in subjects
who were moved in a moving base car simulator
while viewing visual stimuli moving on the
screen of the simulator. Not only did the thres_
holds increase, but above threshold stimulus
motion was underestimated correspolldingly
(Fil l iard et al., zooS).

Relativity

We now return to the relativity of perceived mo_
tion as illustrated in figure t. The velocity of the
eyes in space (magnitude of the reference signal)
is plotted horizontally and the velocity of the
image of a particular object on the rerinas (rnag_
nitude of the retinal signal) is plotted vertically.
The dotted line indicates where retinal and ref_
erence signals are equal. Thus, along that l ine
the object is seen as stationary in space. Along
the sloped line above the dotted one, rhe retinal
signal is just one JND larger than the reference
signal. Therefore, this line indicares rhe thres_
hold for seeing the object move in space in the
direction opposite to the direction in which the
eyes move in space. Above that l ine we do see the
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Percepts of  object  mot ion:  extending Von
Holst  and Mit te lstaedt 's model

The solution derives from the realisation that
retinal image movements do not necessarily gen-
erate percepts of object motion. Take, for ex-
ample, the case of an airplane passing high over
a tree top. If we fix our gaze on the tree top, the
image of the tree does not move across the re-
tinas and we see the tree as stationary. However,
if we follow the plane with our eyes, its image
also remains (more or less) f ixed on our retinas.
But even so the plane is seen to move. Con-
versely, when we look at the tree, the image of
the plane lnoves across the retina and the plane
is seen to move. But when again we now move
our eyes to follow the plane, the image of the
tree moves on the retinas, but the tree is never-
theless seen as stationary. It thus follows that
retinal image motion cannot really be a stimulus
for perceived motiolr, 1lor can the absence of reti-
nal image motioll be a stimulus for perceived
stationarity. How can we explain thatl

Helmholtz(tgto) lxost famously proposed a
solution to this problem while considering the
questiolr of why the world remains stationary in
perception during eye movements that cause its
image to move on the retinas. He assumed that
the effort to move our eyes somehow makes the
brain cancel image movements caused by eye
moverrents. This idea was later formalised and
made symmetrical in Von Holst and Mittels-
taedt's well-known model (Von Holst & Mittels-
taedt 195o; Von Holst rg5+,Mittelstaedt, r99o).
Their model holds that to see motion at least two
neural signals are necessary, signals that can be
conceptualised as velocity vectors. One signal,
here to be termed the'retinal signal', encodes
how the image moves on the retinas. The other
signal, which is reminiscent of Helmholtz's ef-
fort to move the eyes, encodes how the eyes move
in their orbits.It presumably consists of a neural
copy of the efferent impulses to the eye muscula-
ture. Hence, it has become known as the'effer-
ence copy'signal. The model states that the brain
subtracts these signals from each other, and that
it is the difference between them, not the signals
themselves, which serves as the stimulus for see-
ing motion. Neither the retinal signal, nor the
efference copy, have any perceptual significance
in themselves. Nor do their magnitudes matter.
It is their vectorial difference that makes us see
motion. Percepts of object motiolt and velocity
correspond to the magnitude of this difference.
When that difference is zero, the perceived veloc-
ity of the object that creates the retinal signal is
also zero and we perceive the object as stationary.
We see motion only if the difference is r:ot zero,
and we then see the object move with a velocity
that corresponds to the magnitude of that differ-
ence.

Accordingly, in the present example the plane
is never seen as stationary, because the difference
between the two signals is never zeto: either we

follow the plane with the eyes, in which case the
retinal signal is zero and the efference copy is
not, or we keep our eyes fixed on the tree, which
means that the efference copy signal is zero and
the retinal signal of the plane is not. And the
tree,like Hehnholtz's world, is always seen as
stationary because here the difference between
tlre two signals is always zero, either because the
two signals themselves are both zero (when we
fixate the tree with our eyes), or because they are
both non-zero but equal in size (when the retinal
image motion of the tree results from ollr eye
movement).

Although Von Holst and Mittelstaedt's model
is widely accepted in the l iterature on motion
perceptioll, i t is too simple and incomplete.

To start with: two neural signals are not just
equal or different. A neural signal consists of a
firing pattern, i.e. it is inherently noisy, because
it is always very slightly irregular over time (see
e.g. Wertheim et al., 1985). And we know that to
be detectable a difference between two signals
has to be larger than their noise level.In psycho-
physical terms this is known as the Just Notice-
able Difference (JND)between the two signals.
F{ence, to perceive motion the difference be-
tween the retinal signal and the efference copy
signal must be larger than the JND between
them. TheJND, in other words, defines the
threshold for seeing motion.

The JND is a factor that was not taken into ac-
count by Von Holst and Mittelstaedt (see e.g.
Wallach & Kravitz,1965 and MacKay t97g,who
were the first to note this deficiency). How big,
then, is this JND! The answer comes from We-
ber's law, which states that the JND is always a
fixed percentage (known as Weber's fraction) of
the magnitude of the signals involved. This pro-
vides a way to measure the magnitude of the
JND and at the same time to test Von Holst and
Mittelstaedt's model.

Imagine a small fixation mark that smoothly
moves, at a fixed velocity, from left to right
across a large screen. on the screen we also
project a large visual background pattern, e.g. x
grating, which does not move. Subjects are then
asked to track the fixation mark with their eyes.
While doing that, they see the background as
stationary on the screen, because its retinal sig-
nal and the efference copy have the same magni-
tude: the velocity of retinal image of the back-
ground (which defines retinal signal magnitude)
is equal to the velocity of the eyes (which defines
the magnitude of the efference copy).Now as-
sume that during ocular pursuit of the fixation
mark we slowly move the background in the
same direction as the fixation mark, i.e. in the
same direction as the eye movement. The magni-
tude of the retinal signal (of the background) is
then slightly reduced.If with each consecutive
sweep of the fixation mark we gradually increase
background velocity, we can do so until the sub-
ject for the first time reports that the back-
ground is seen to move concurrently with the
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eye movement. At that point the threshold for
background rnotion during the eye movement is
reached, which lneans that the retinal signal has
now becotne exactly one JND smaller than the
efference copy signal. We then replicate the pro-
cedure for background motion in the direction
opposite to the fixation tnark, causing the mag-
nitude of the retinal signal (of the background)
to slightly increase. When that threshold is
reached the retinal signal is one JND larger than
the efference copy. Now we can make a predic-
tion: if the fixation tnark moves faster, the eyes
will move faster as well. That causes both the
efference copy signal and the retinal signal to
increase. And thus, so should the JND between
them, because according to Weber's law, aJND is
a fixed fraction of signal magnitude. Conse-
quently, the two thresholds for background mo-
tion should increase linearly with eye velocity.In
a crit ical experiment the hypothesis was indeed
confirmed (Wertheirn 198r). The results provided
strong support for Von Holst and Mittelstaedt's
model, because this finding can only be ex-
plained by the assumption that two signals are
involved in motion perception, their difference
being the actual stimulus.In addition, the model
is extended with a noise component, the magni-
tude of which corresponds to the threshold for
perceiving motion.

However, another important aspect is still
missing from the model.Imagine we repeat the
experiment, but now the subject does not track
the fixation mark with the eyes, but with the
head, rotating the head such that the eyes re-
main stationary in their orbits. That would make
the efference copy zero (the eyes are not tnoved
in the head), but the retinal signal of the back-
ground would remain large. That would mean
we should see the background move. But that
does not happen.In such a situation a stationary
background normally is still seen as stationary.

The solution to this problem is of course that
the model should not be based on a signal that
encodes how the eyes move in their orbits, but
on how they move relative to external space. Von
Holst and Mittelstaedt's model only applies to
the special case where we do not ffIove our head.
Only then do eye movelnents in the head equal
eye movements in space (see e.g. Swanston &
Wade, t988 for a similar argument).

So we need to assuffIe that percepts of how ob-
jects move relative to external space do not arise
from the difference between a retinal signal and
an efference copy signal, but from the difference
between a retinal signal and a signal encoding
how the eyes move relative to external space. The
latter signal has been termed the'reference sig-
nal'(Wertheim, ry94.A reference signal should
be generated whenever an observer's eyes are, for
whatever reason, made to move in space, that is
during any kind of self motion, whether this be
eye moverxents, head fflovements or whole body
(ego)movements.

A reference signal thus can be conceptualised as
consisting of various components, each one
being generated from afferent signals that in-
form the brain about these different kinds of self
movements. Taken together these components
form the necessary information about how the
eyes move in space. One component has already
been discussed: the efference copy.It contributes
to the generation of a reference signal by provid-
ing information about how the eyes tnove rela-
tive to the head.Information about head and ego
movelnents in space, stentming from vestibular
afferents, forms a second component in reference
signals. And there is a third component. The
point is that we can also have ego-motion sensa-
tions in response to optic f low (this is usually
termed'vection'). Hence optic f low should also
contribute to the reference signal. Thus, the ref-
erence signal can be envisioned as a compound
signal composed of at least three components: an
efference copy component, a vestibular compo-
nent and an optic f low component.

This reasoning enables us to predict new phe-
nomena. For example, thresholds for seeing mo-
tion should increase whenever reference signals
increase in magnitude, because larger reference
signals are noisier, i.e. they generate a larger
JND. F{ence, during any kind of self or ego mo-
tion that makes the eyes move in space, includ-
ing driving in cars, airplanes, swivel chairs etc.,
thresholds for seeing object motion in space
should increase and perceived object velocity in
space should correspondingly be reduced (veloc-
ity underestimation).

Experiments in which subjects are tnoved on a
moving chair or a sled in front of a screen
showed these predictions to be correct (see Wer-
theim ry94for a review). More recently, the same
phenomenon has been demonstrated in subjects
who were moved in a moving base car simulator
while viewing visual stimuli moving on the
screen of the simulator. Not only did the thres-
holds increase, but above threshold stimulus
motion was underestimated correspondingly
(Fil l iard et al., zooS).

Relativity

We now return to the relativity of perceived mo-
tion as illustrated in figure r. The velocity of the
eyes in space (magnitude of the reference signal)
is plotted horizontally and the velocity of the
image of a particular object on the retinas (mag-
nitude of the retinal signal) is plotted vertically.
The dotted l ine indicates where retinal and ref-
erence signals are equal. Thus, along that line
the object is seen as statiollary in space. Along
the sloped line above the dotted one, the retinal
signal is just one JND larger than the reference
signal. Therefore, this line indicates the thres-
hold for seeing the object move in space in the
direction opposite to the direction in which the
eyes move in space. Above that line we do see the
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object move in that direct ion and with a velocity
that corresponds to the vertical distance to that
threshold. Along the other sloped l ine, the one
below the dotted l ine, ret inal signals are one

JND smaller than the reference signal. Thus,

that line indicates the threshold for seeing object
motion in space in the salne direct ion as the eyes
move in space. Below that l ine we are above the
threshold for object motion in that direction and

see the object move with a velocity correspond-
ing to the vertical distance from that threshold.

P red i c t i ng  i l l u s i ons  f r om the  mode l

Thus we have found a solut ion to the problem

with which we started: how to make the psych-

ology of perception compatible with the lan-
guage of physics. The perception of motion can
now be described in terms of a symmetric rela-

t ion between two signals, just l ike physical mo-
t ion is defined as a symrletr ical relat ion between
two objects.I t  can be fun to play with this cott-

cept. For exarnple, we may draw a perceptual
paral lel to Einstein's theory of relat ivi ty accord-
ing to which light is moved away from a straight
l ine in the presence of a gravitat ion f ield.Imag-
ine that we are sit t ing in a rocket, dri f t ing in

empty space and looking in total darkness at a

small  stat ionary visual st imulus. We wil l  then

see the st imulus as stat ionary because i ts ret inal

signal is zero. Since we have no information
about our own firoveffIent in space our reference

signal wi l l  also be zero. Now imagine that a big

star passes closely behind us while our comput-
erised rocket begins to blast i ts engines auto-
rnatically in order to keep the distance to that

star constant. The star 's gravity then acts on our

vestibular system, which basically behaves as an

accelerometer, gravity being an acceleration. (If

we were to fall freely towards the star the vesti-
bular system would not react and we would not

sense any gravity). Since vestibular afferents gen-

erate a sense of ego motion, they also generate a

reference signal. But the ret inal signal remains

unchanged. Consequently we wil l  see our st imu-
lus move. In other words, percepts of motion or

stat ionarity relat ive to external space change in a
gravitation field.

This, of course is just a funny thought experi-
ment. But the mechanisrn explained above can

also predict some curious i l lusions that could
actlrally occur in real-life situations. For ex-
ample, i f  we watch a looming optic f low pattern

on a screen while r iding a bicycle ergometer (see

figure z), or while running on a treadmil l ,  we
rnay'fool '  the brain into bel ieving that we, and
thus our eyes, are moving in space. Consequently
a reference signal should be generated and with
it  a higher noise level, causing an elevation of the

threshold for object motion. As a result we
should underestimate the velocity of the loom-

ing pattern and, i f  i t  moves slowly enough, per-

ceive the pattern as colllpletely stationary.In sev-

eral pilot studies at the Max Planck Institute in

Tiibingen, Germany, we have indeed observed
this phenomenon (see also Wertheim & Rey-
mond, zoo7).In fact, such elevations of object
motion thresholds during real or i l lusory self
motion can actually be found in the literature
(Buechele, Degner, & Brandt, r98o; Probst,

Brandt, & Degner, 1986; Wallach ryST; Pelah &

Tlrurell zooriThurell & Pelah zoozi Durgin, Gig-

one, Scott , zoo5), although in those papers the
present explanation of these effects was not pro-

posed.

object rs seen to move
in.space in the direct ion

opposite to the eyes
object is seen
as stat ionary

In  space

,y" uffi, ,pr."
(magnitude of the reference signal)

Figure t
The relat iv i ty of  perceived mot ion.  See text  for  expla-
n a t i o n .

The vertical distance between the two threshold
lines thus indicates twice the magnitude of one
JND between retinal and reference signals.
Hence, in the area between the two drawn lines
we cannot see the object lnove in space.

Now let us consider a retinal image which
lnoves at a fixed velocity across the retinas. This
is i l lustrated with the thick horizontal l ine in
figure r. If we lnove from left to right along this
line, retinal irnage velocity remains unchanged,
but the reference signal increases (i.e. the eyes
move faster in space). on this l ine, close to the
Y-axis, we see object motion in the direction
against the eyes, and the more we move to the
right the slower that motion wil l appear to be,
until the threshold is reached. We then pass a
range of eye velocities during which that same
retinal image velocity is interpreted as object
stationarity until the threshold is reached for
seeing the object move in the other direction, i.e.
in the salne direction as the eyes. And the further
we move to the right the higher its perceived
velocity. Thus motion, stationarity, velocity and
the direction of motion all depend on the rela-
tion between a retinal and a reference signal. In
other words, we have complete relativity and
symmetry: the physical relativity of motion, it
being a symmetrical relation between two ob-
jects, is mirrored at the neurological level: per-
ceived motion stelns from a symmetrical relation
between two neural signals: their difference.

ts'
oYs-/
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* & / , '
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ilgure 2
The  l oom ing  image  appea rs  t o  s top  mov ing  when
the  sub jec t  

' f oo l s '  
h i s  b ra in  t ha t  he  i s  mov rng ,  r . e .

t ha t  h , s  e )  es  n - , ove  ; n  space .

Recently, an even stranger predict ion was sup-
ported in a f irst pi lot study in the Renault car
simulator near Paris, France. Here we induced
slow vection, simulat ing l inear forward ego mo-
t ion with a complex slowly looming visual pat-
tern projected on a large screen inside the simu-
lator. When subjects sensed l inear forward vec-
t ion, i .e. when they perceived forward ego mo-
t ion, we accelerated the simulator forward. A
vestibular signal should then be generated. Ac-
cording to our model this should add a colnpo-
nent to the reference signal, thereby enhancing
its magnitude. Given the consequent increase of
the JND between retinal and reference signals,
this should result in an increase of the threshold
for perceiving object motion, causing the pattern
to appear stat ionary on the scfeen. But since
viewing a pattern that appears to be stationary
does not result in vection, the sensation of ego
motion should stop. This is indeed what hap-
pened. Thus, here we have an example of how
the addit ion of a vestibular signal may suppress
a sensation of ego motion rather than enhance i t .

Another example of a rather counterintuit ive
effect which derives from the present rnodel is
i l lustrated in f igure 3.It  can easi ly be perceived
inside a car when viewing a slowly moving grat-
ing on a laptop. I f  the car is stat ionary or moves
at a constant speed while we look at the grating,
we wil l  see the grating move because there is a
retinal signal but no reference signal (the eyes
and head do not move). However. when the car
accelerates, breaks or takes a sharp turn, the ves-
tibular systems of the people inside the car react
and a reference signal is generated. However,
since the laptop remains stable in front of our
eyes, the retinal signal does not change. When
the magnitude of the vestibularly induced refer-
ence signal increases enough to approximate
that of the ret inal signal by less than one JND,
the grating suddenly appears to be stat ionary on
the screen. The i l lusion is so strong that i t  can

even be perceived if one holds the laptop and
walks around with it, or when being pushed
while moving on a bureau chair with wheels.In
fact this effect could explain roadway accidents
due to velocity underestimation of traffic, espe-
cially when a driver accelerates or takes a sharp
bend at high velocity to enter a highway. Simi-
larly, visual stimr-rli moving at a constant velocity
inside a head mounted display wil l also be seen
to stop moving when the head moves (Pavard &
Berthoz, rg77).

f rgure j
When the  car  acce le ra tes  and s t imu la tes  the  ves t i
bu la r  sys tem,  a  s lowly  mov ing  gra t ing  is  seen to  s top
movrng across  the  screen o f  a  lap top .

Some ph i losoph ica l  consequences

The relativity of perceived object motion is also
quite interesting from a philosophical point of
view. The point is that perceived object motiolr
results not from either an externally induced
retinal signal, or a self-generated reference sig-
nal, but from their vectorial difference. This il-
lustrates that percepts colne about as the conse-
quence of an interaction between the physical
world and the subjective world, and cannot be
reduced to something sprouting from either
world alone. This reminds one of the I(antian
view according to which we cannot'directly'per-
ceive things purely as they physically are. Trans-
lated into the language of psychology this means
that we cannot generate percepts that corre-
spond purely to the physically induced excita-
tion of our sensory systems. We always need an
interpreting internally generated signal as well.
Or do wel

Let us consider the perceived velocity of two
cars. Car A moves at 1oo km/h. and car B moves at
8o km/h. According to our model, the perceived
velocity of car A corresponds to:

VPerca : Vret4 - Vref - JND (t)

where Vperca is the perceived velocity of car A on
the road, Vret4 is the velocity of the image of car
A across the retinas, Vref is the reference signal,
and the JND stands for the Just Noticeable Dif-
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ference between the two signals which can be
interpreted as intrinsic signal noise.

Correspondingly, the perceived velocity of car B
is:

VPercs : Vfete - Vref - JND (z)

where Vpercs is the perceived velocity of car B on
the road, Vrets is the velocity of the image of car
B across the retinas, Vref is again the same refer-
ence signal (we can have only one reference sig-
nal) and the JND again is the noise between
them.

What then is the perceived velocity of one car
relative to the other, which is physically roo - 8o
: zo km/hl The answer of course is the difference
between their perceived velocities on the road.
But if we subtract formula (t) and (z) from each
other, the reference signal drops out of the equa-
tion. Hence the relative motion between objects
corresponds to the difference between Vreta, and
Vretu rninus a noise factor.

This implies that the movement of objects not
relative to space but relative to other objects is
sti l l  perceived on the basis of the interaction be-
tween two signals. We get the same graph as in
figure r, but now the two axes reflect the veloci-
ties of the two retinal images. Hence the sym-
rnetrical relativity of such motion percepts re-
mains as it is. However, now the two relevant
signals stelx from only retinal image motion, i.e.
from externally induced excitation of our sen-
sory system. The subjectively induced interpre-
tative reference signal is absent. There only re-
mains a certain noise level that must be taken
into account.

The present model thus has implications for
the nature of perception: The absolute dimen-
sion of object motion, i.e. motion relative to
space, i.e. relative to the three-dimensional
frame of reference defined by the earth's surface
and the direction of gravity, can only be per-
ceived'indirectly'. To generate such percepts, the
physical excitation of our sensory systems fiIust
always interact with a subjective self-generated
interpretative signal. But motion of objects rela-
tive to each other can be perceived'directly', i .e.
purely in terms of external physical excitation of
our sensory systems without the need for subjec-
tively generated interpretative signals. Hence,
relatiotts can be perceived'directly'. In other
words, the famous I(antian argument is correct
that a tree cannot be perceived veridically on the
basis of only physically incoming information.
Such a percept is the outcome of an interaction
between externally induced sensations and in-
ternally generated interpretational informatiott.
Thus, it should not come as a surprise that in

figure r, which illustrates how we perceive abso-
lute motion, physical parameters of the real
movements of the object are completely absent.
on the other hand, percepts concernin g relations
can be perceived from external information only.
If we want to perceive whether one tree is higher
than another, the subjective element, which is
present in the percept of each tree separately,
drops out when they are subtracted from each
other. Nevertheless since such percepts stem
from the interaction between two signals (their
difference), these percepts still reflect the relativ-
ity of motion.

What does this mean with respect to the veridi-
cality of our perceptsl Nothing!Although rela-
tional percepts and absolute percepts differ in
terlns of whether or not they derive from physi-
cal information only or from the interaction be-
tween physical and subjective information, they
do not necessarily differ in terms of their veridi-
cality with respect to the real world. If the mag-
nitude of the signals is correct, i.e. when move-
ments of retinal images and movements of the
eyes in space are correctly encoded in the respec-
tive signals, no i l lusions wil l happen and the
percepts will be veridical, apart from the fact
that neural noise sti l l  creates a bias. I l lusions
occur when retinal or reference signals become
less correct (see Wertheim,1994 for many ex-
amples not discussed here). But even if the sig-
nals do indeed encode informatiolr correctly, and
even if a percept concerns relational motion be-
tween objects, strong illusions may still occur
because of the presence of neural noise. One ex-
ample is what is known as the freezing illusion
(Mesland & Wertheim, 1996).If a monitor with a
slowly moving grating is itself moved, the mo-
tion of the grating on the monitor is seen to stop.
This'freezing' effect can be explained as caused
by the noise between the retinal signal of the
grating and that of the monitor. As long as the
difference between these two retinal signals is
smaller than the noise (i.e., theJND)between
them, the brain assumes that they are equally
stzed,and we see no relational motion between
the grating and monitor (see Wertheim & Rey-
rnond, zoo7, for details).

Conc lus ion

The model describing the psychological mecha-
nism which causes us to see motion can be ex-
pressed in terms that are compatible with those
used in physics to define the concept of motiott,
and it provides insight into the empirical, the
psychological and the philosophical nature of
perception.
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